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Dear Dr. Soong:

In response to your letter of Feb. 23 requesting additional information on our decommissioning
funding plan, we are providing the enclosed information.

If you have questions regarding this information, please contact Mr. T. Flobbs of the llealth Physics
Group at (301) 975-5800.
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Occupational I ealth and Safety Division
(Materials Licensing Manager)
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NIST DECOMMISSIONING FUNDING PLAN DEVELOPMENT
Health Physics, April,1993

Introduction

As required by the USNRC for license number SNM-362, a decommissioning funding
plan has been developed for the eventual termination of radiological work covered by that
license. Decommissioning a facility assures that the facilities and components involved in the
terminated work are either sufficiently free of radiological contamination that they may be
turned over to the general public or packagec' i delivered to radioactive waste disposal
authorities.

In developing this plan, the primary reference was NUREG/CR-1754, Technology,
safety and costs of decommissioning reference non-fuel-cycle nuclearfacilities, dated
February,1981, and its more recent addendum, NUREG/CR-1754-ADD-1, Compendium of
current information, dated October,1988. Only the work associated with license SNM-362
was reviewed. None of the facilities covered by the NIST reactor license was considered.

For this plan development, the NIST materials license operations were divided into
three scciions, one covering the laboratory facilities used for radiochemistry, sealed sources,
etc., one covering the accelerator facilities, especially the terminated Linear Electron
Accelerator project's Wing A of Bldg. 245, and one covering the portions of Bldg. 235 that
are not included in the reactor license's indemnified areas. The projected costs for_each of
the sections were generated separately, using techniques that are explained in the appropriate
section of this report, following this introductory section.

Labor costs were estimated using current civil service general schedule pay tables and
the current overhead charge of 19% for personnel benefits now used for NIST Health
Physics staff salaries, and Plant Division labor charges applied to work orders. The latter
use a 52% charge-out overhead cost.

Comparison of current labor costs to those used in the NUREG for 1988 indicate that
an average increase of 36% has occurred from 1988 to 1993. This increase, a factor of
1.36, was assumed to hold for all costs from 1988 to 1993. Therefore, the per unit costs
cited in the reference information have been increased by a factor of 1.36.

Table 1 - LABOR COSTS IN 1993 $
basic cost (1/y) o' head (%) cost (s/y) cost ($/d)

SupervisortOS-14) 65000 19 77350 309

Foreman 52000 52 79040 316

ersftsman 42000 $2 63840 255

Laborer 29000 52 44080- 176

HP Techrucian(GS-8) 27000 19 32130 129

Secretary (GS 4) 19000 19 22610 90

tuurt M.o rt P., i
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Cost cStimation l

The NUREG reference uses a calculational scheme that subdivides the facility into I

I

components and further subdivides each component into unit portions. Calculations are
performed with unitary elements and cost factors for each unitary element to derive a
complete cost for decommissioning each component type.

Table 2 shows the components used for calculation, the dimensional unit for each ,

component, and the number of units of each component in the standard size and !'

i

configuration.
l

Table 2 - COMPONENT UNIT DETAILS l
1

! COMK)NE?ff units of dim _ PAR DIM _ PAR (standard unit size)

hcn.1 decontamination and RAW cubic meters 2.835 |

0.$glove bois decontanunation and RAW cubic meters

8,7
bench decontamination and R AW meters

10unk decontamination and R AW meters

10vent decontaminahon and RAW meters

59.16wall desuntamination' Wuare meters

19.72fkxir decontanunation' quare meters

1: No R AW is considered for floor or w all/cciling because a number of barrels of RAW are estimated for these, based on the
matenals estimated as required for decontamination Little of the normal door or wall / ceiling surfaces should be contanunated so

that remiwal is required.

The tabulated unit cost factors from the tables in the NUREG, adjusted with the factor
of 1.36, were used to generate costs for decommissioning the various components to be
treated in a module. In the NUREG, values for UNIT _Cu, in $k, were estimated for a
variety of laboratory types, depending on the radionuclide used in a laboratory. As
radionuclide work at NIST involves any radionuclide, almost any of the radionuclides might i

be encountered in the decommissioning project. Therefore, an average value was determined |
from all the various values shown in the NUREG for each of the unit component' costs. The
various unit cost factors used in this calculation are shown in Table 3, below,
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Table 3 - UNIT COSTING FACTORS
(all values in $k)

COMPONENT UNrrC , UNrr C,., UNIT _C. UNrr_Cw,

h<xxf decontanunation 0.90 0.87 0.C8 0.33

hood RAW l.35 0.69 0.08 0.05

gtove bon decontamination 4.96 6.09 0.07 0.29

glove bna RAW 6.53 4.91 0.07 0.18

bench decontammation 0.12 0.19 0.08 0.37

bench RAW 0.35 0.18 0.08 0.04

sink decontanunaten 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.20

onk RAW 0.12 0.07 0.08 0.04

vent decontenunation 0.08 OD4 .0*1 0.14

vent RAW 0.11 0.04 0.11 0.03

well accontanunation 0 08 0.05 0.08 0.45 ,

floor deconsamination 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.45

In Table 3. UNIT _Cu is the unit cost factor for each cost element. as used in this
plan, with XX as:

MP e labor cost element,
ES = equipment and supplies cost element,
WP = waste packaging cost element, -

and VR = waste volume reduction cost element.
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Laboratory Section

Initial estimates and assumptions

Certain assumptions and decisions must be made prior to starting the
decommissioning project. These influencing factors can be modified as additional
information becomes available.

There are 100 standard laboratory modules, each 5.8 meters long by 3.4 meters wideo
by 3.4 meters high.

Each laboratory module has I hood of 2.835 m volume,1 sink with a 10 m long3o
drain pipe, and a 10 meter length of vent / duct piping.

Each laboratory has 1% wall lengths of bench space.o
3o There are 10 glove boxes, each with 0.5 m volume.

o Initial radiation surveys Hdicate that:
Five percent of a laboratory's floor area and 5% of the wall /cciling area will*

need to be decontaminated.

Ten per cent of the bench length will need decontamination.*

Ten per cent of the hoods will need decontamination.*

&lf of the glove boxes will need decontamination.*
'

Ten per cent of the length of the vent / duct will need decontamination.*

Follow up radiation surveys, upon completion of decontamination efforts, indicate thato
each laboratory will generate I barrel (55-gallon or 0.21 m ) of low level radioactive3

waste. The scrap contributions from components to be disposed of, estimated to be I
hood,1 glove box,8.7 m of bench length, and 100 m of vent / duct length, are
included in this,

, ie total dimensions of the laboratories considered at NIST were about 20 times theo
cimensions of the NUREG's reference institutional user laboratory. That factor of 20 ;

was applied to determine the labor costs for the preliminary development work.
Actual decommissioning labor calculations use the actual dimensions of the !

|components of the laboratories, so application of that factor was unnecessary as an
1

extra element. ;

The status of radioactive waste (RAW) disposal options is currently uncertain. The !o
customarily used disposal site at Barnwell, SC, is in the process of closing to out-of- ;

state customers such as NIST. It is assumed for the purposes of this plan that the |
Appalachian states group, i.e., Maryland, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey,
will complea the task of preparing to accept low-level radioactive wastes (LLRW) by
the time that scommissioning is necessary for NIST. The cost of a 208-1 (55-gallon)
drum of LLRW s estimated at $1,000. This is assumed to include the cost for an
agent to accept the waste at the NIST site and transport the waste to the disposal site.

I

I
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Pgliminary evaluation efforts costs
Prior to initiation of the labor on the project, certain tasks are required to minimize

errors, reduce wasted effort, and assure adequate cleanliness of an area and its residual
components for general public use. Table 4 shows these tasks and the work estimates
required to accomplish those tasks, with a cost assigned by time spent by each involved
worker type.

Tnble 4 - I'REllMINARY WORK EFFORT FOR LABORATORIES
(work days and 19935)

SUPERVISOR FOR EM AN CRAFTSMAN HP TECH LABORER SECTY

Prepare daunwnts 23 75 0 0 0 25

Perform red. survey 100 100 0 200 0 0 ;

Devely work plan 25 50 0 25 0 25

f% per day 309 316 255 129 152 90

r.uno.i. s eo m 00 o 29025 0 4500

A total cost for the initial work assessment, including the initial radiological surveys
to classify the elements of the laboratories as " clean" or as candidates for decontamination or
disposal is the sum of the vanous portions of the work, $150,975. Rest periods, preparation^

,

time, materials movements, etc. will increase the time required to do the work, so an ,

ancillary time fraction of 50% is added to this. The total for this preliminary work is, thus,
.

estimated to be $226,462. The segregation of elements into those to be cleaned of residual
contamination or those to be dismantled and prepared for radioactive waste disposal will be
included in subsequent projects, described below. j

t

WpI}: estimates
'_

Using the product of DIM _ PAR and UNIT _Cu for each component, a cost for .
decommissioning each component can be calculated. Table 5 shows these data, with Cu
indicating the cost in $k. The DIM _ PAR column indicates the total units to be treated and,
in parentheses, the per cent of the total units in the laboratory complex.

.
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Table 5 - COMPONEh . COSTS FOR LABORATORIES .

-(C values in $k)
'

COMIoNFNr D(M PAR C, C,, C,, C., Total $k

hood decontamination 28.35(101) 25.45 24.68 2.27 9.25 61.64

lumd RAW - 2 835 (I %) 3.82 1.97 0.23 0.15 6.17

glove im decontammauon 2 5 (50 %) 12.41 15.23 0.18 0.71 28.53

skws tm RAW 0.5 (10%) 3.26 2.45 0.03 0.09 5.84

bench decontam.natmn R7 (10%) 10.65 16.56 6.96 31.95 66.12

bench RAW 4.7(11) 3.08 1.54 0.71 0.35 5.68

sink decontammanon 100 (10 1) 6.80 4 08 8.00 . 20.40 39.28

sink R AW 10 (1 %) 1.22 0.68 0.82 0.41 3.13

vent decontammauon 100 (10 % ) 8.16 4.08 11.00 13.60 36.84

vent RAW 100 (10 % ) 10 88 4.08 10.88 2.72 28.56

wau decomammanon 295.8 (5 4 ) 24.14 16.09 23.66 133.11 197.00

Omr decontanunauon 946($4) 4 02 4.02 7.89 44.25 60.19

Subtotal 113.89 95.47 72.63 257.00 538.98

50% ancillary tmw mcrease 56,94 56.94

(pnp setup, rest perunis ets )

25 % conungency mcrease 42.71 23.87 18.16 64.25 148.98

TOTAL 213.54 119.33 90.78 321.25 744.91

The total dollar sum of the cost of decontaminating and preparing for radioactive
waste disposal is $744,910. This includes the 50% increase in ancillary time for the labor
cost figures and an overall 25% increase as a contingency fund. The 100 barrels of
radioactive waste that are generated will cost $100,000 in the final disposal effort. The
initial preparation and planning effort costs nc 5225,462. Thus, the total cost for
decommissioning the laboratory portion of the NIST materials licensed activities, i.e., the

sum of these three parts, will be $1,071,372.

Accelerator Section ,

Initial estimates and assumotions
Certain assumptions about this portion of the materials licensed facilities are necessary ,

to project decommissioning costs. Among the assumptions and decisions are the following:
:

o The involvement of licensed materials in accelerator operations force the facilities to
be treated as if they were licensed by authorities, regardless of their unlicensed status, ,

per se. Also, it is quite likely that other regulatory impacts and public perceptions of
the facilities will make it necessary to decommission them in a manner like those
facilities that are licensed.

o Portions of certain beam intensive areas in the Wing A Linac complex will require ,i

removal of concrete to remove activation products. It is estimated that an average ,

murium r .
,
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depth of 0.1 m (4") will reduce radioactivity levels to acceptable. The' cost of
concrete removal, from a substantial wall, with final smooth fmish restoration, is
estimated to be $215 per square meter ($20 per square foot) of wall surface. ' Among
the areas that will require this treatment are:
* the Linac tunnel. A010,45.8 meters long by 0.9 meters wide by 0.9 meters

high,10% will be removed.
Measurement Room No.1, A018, a cube 12 meters on a side,5% will be*

removed,

the Magnet Room, A007, estimated to be the equivalent of a Measurement*

Room,10% will be removed,
the enSe Neutron Time of Flight Facility, NTOF and Blockhouse, G104 andand, e
G105, considered, with the shaft from the Magnet Room to the Blockhouse, to
be the equivalent of a Measurement Room,10% will be removed,

The radiochemistry facility in Service Area No. 2, A006, is considered the equivalento
of a standard radiochemistry laboratory, as treated in Part I of this plan. Associated

'

with the hood is a pneumatic system for sample movement that will approximate
another hmxi for the laboratory,

The law Scatter Room of the positive ion Van de Graaff, B23, is about 9 meterso
squared by 18 meters high, with a grating floor between the two levels and equipment
on both levels. it will be considered as having 10% of its area contaminated with
tritium. This will be treated as if it were wall contamination for cost estimating
purposes.

All the other accelerator and rodiation use areas will be found with no contaminationo
nor activation requiring action beyond the initial surveys.

heliminary evaluation efforts costs
Just as in the standard laboratory portion of this plan, prior to initiation of the labor

on the project, certain tasks are required to minimize errors, reduce wasted effort, and assure
adequate cleanliness of an area and its residual components for general public use. Table 6 -
shows these tasks and the work estimates required to accomplish those tasks, with a cost
assigned by time spent by each involved worker type. Given that a substantial learning curve
will have been developed through implementing the work in Part 1, it is estimated that 25%
of that effort will be required for the same result in Part 2, here, except for the radiological
survey portion of the work. It is estimated that an equivalent amount of work for monitoring
will be required here as for the laboratory facilities.

1
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Table 6 - PRELIMINARY WORK EFFORT FOR TIIE ACCELERATOR
(work days and 19935)

SUPERVISOR FOREMAN CRAFISMAN HPTECH LAllORER SECTY

Prepara docunwnta 63 18.79 0 0 0 6.3 .,
.

Perform rad, survey 100 100 0 .200 0 0 ;

Devehip work plan 63 12.5 0 6.3 0 6.3

1 per day 309 316 255 129 152 90

Toimi cost. 5 1,4793 4 475 0 26613 0 1125

Thus, a total cost for the initial work assessment, including the initial radiological
surveys to classify the elements of the areas as " clean" or as candidates for decontamination
or disposal is .$104,006. A 50% ancillary time addition for preparation, rest periods, etc.
brings the total to $156,009.

Work estimates
Concrete removal will !cquire Health Physics attendance and supervisory functions,

so the $215 per square meter cost is estimated to increase to twice that figure, i.e., $430 per
From the areas involved,232,5 m of wall surface will need removal and2

square meter.
renovation; the total cost of this will be $99,975. The total volume of concrete removed will
be 23.25 m , yielding a total of 112 barrels'of RAW, costing $112,000. It is estimated that3

about 25% of that number of barrels of waste will be required to contain the materials used
in the surface removal, including workers' Anti-C clothing, wipers, tools, etc. That
calculates to 28 barrels, for a cost of $28,000. Thus, the total cost of concrete removal is

'

. estimated to be $239,975.
The single laboratory, with one hood, one sink / drain, and 10 m of vent / duct, but with.

no glove box nor bench, is estimated to be the size of a standard laboratory module and costs
can be calculated to cost as shown in Table 7.

TAllLE 7 - COMIT)NENT COSTS FOR ACCELERATOR LAB
(C values in $k)

CoMPONEffr DIM PAR C. C,, Cv, C,,, Total

hoixt decontamination 2.835 (100 1 ) 2 .54 2.47 0.23 0.93 6.17

hetRAW 2 E35 (1005) 3.82 1.97 0.23 0.15 6.17
L

unk decontanunation 10 (1001) 0.68 0.41 0.80 2.04 3.93

duct RAW 10 (100%) 1.09 0.41 1.09 0.27 2.86

wall decontanunaten 2.96 ($ % ) 0.24 0.16 0.24 1.33 1.97

dane decontanunnaion 0.99 (5 5 ) 0.04 0 04 0.05 0.44 0.60 -

Total 5k 8.41 5.46 2.67 5.16 21.70

50% anedlary time increase 4.21 4.21

(prep.. setup, rest penoda, etc.

25% contingencyincrease 3.15 1.37 0.67 1.29 6.48

TOTAL 15.77 6.83 3.34 6.45 32.39

The component cost for decommissioning the laboratory in the accelerator complex,

DECVFLAN RFT Pasa B
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' including the ancillary time for labor and the contingency factor, will be $32,390.
For the Low Scatter Room, the decontamination of 10% of the total wall area will

involve 8 areas, i.e.,4 walls on each of 2 levels, and 2 floor areas on each of the 2 levels, 4

Ieach of the areas being 9 meters square, so the total wall area to be treated will be 64.8
square meters and the total floor area to be treated will be 16.2 square meters. Using the
unit costing factors from Table 3 for wall and floor decontamination, the total cost to
decommission the Low Scatter Room will be $42.8k for the walls and $9.9k for the floors.
Thus, the total cost will be $52,700.

The total cost for decommissioning the accelerator complex is, therefore; estimated to

be $481,074.

Reactor Section

inninLenimates and assumotions
There are two independent areas at the Reactor complex that do not fall within the

indemnified area described in the Reactor license. These are that area within Bldg. 235 but
outside the Confinement Building, and the Radioactive Waste Annex. For the purposes of
this plan, these two areas will be treated separately, after the preliminary work effort costs
are estimated.

The initiallabor costs for the Annex will approximate those for the Accelerator
porthn described in the section immediately preceding this section. The labor costs for the
labratory portion of the Reactor will approximate the costs for the laboratory section
described in the first section of this plan, because of the significant potential for tritium
contamination of any surface within the building. Thus, the total labor costs for the
preliminary studies and surveys are estimated to be $156,000 + $226,500 = $382,500.

Work estimates .

The Radioactive Waste Annex is an appendage at the rear of Bldg. 235. It is
approximately 7.5 meters wide by 12 meters long by 4.5 meters high. It is estimated that
75% of the floor and 50% of the walls will require decontaminating. Various pieces of -
equipment, e.g., compactor, barrel handling tools, bins, etc., are within the enclosed
volume. It is estimated that the equipment will be the equivalent of 5 hoods, with 50% to be
decontaminated and 25% to be treated as RAW. Table 8 shows the calculated values for the
various elements in the costing process,

i
i
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Table 8 - COMPONENT COSTS FOR RADIOACTIVE WASTE ANNEX
(C vdues in $k)

COM M)NENT DIM PAR C, C. C, C. Total ik

haut decontarn natmn 709(501) 6.38 6.17 0.57 2.34 15.46

hmut RAW 3 54 (25 T ) 4.78 2.45 0.28 0.18 7.69

v.all decontanunauon 99 601) 7,92 4.95 7.92 44.55 65.34

Ouor decontanunahon 675 051) 2,70 2.70 5.40 30.38 41.18

Total ik 21.78 16.27 14.17 77.45 129.67

$0% anullary uma nwnnae 10.89 10.89

(prep. setup, rest penmis. ets |

25 % conungency inc naic 8.17 4.07 3.54 19.36 35.14

TOTAL 40.84 20.34 17,71 96 81 175.70

The cost for the Annex work is, then, $175,700. If an estimated 5 barrels of RAW
are generated, a disposal cost of $5.000 is added to this, for a grand total for the area of
5180,700.

The interior portion of Bldg. 235 that is not covered by the Reactor operating license
can be described as follows:

There are the equivalent of 20 standard laboratory modules, considering the warm,o
semi-warm, and hot labs.

Each laboratory has 2 hoods; half will be decontaminated and half will be disposed ofo
as RAW.

There are 5 glove boxes in the complex; all will be disposed of as RAW. .o

There is I sink / drain in each laboratory; 8 will be decontaminated and 2 will beo
RAW.
There is a 10 meter length of vent / ducting for each laboratory; 5 will beo
decontaminated and 15 will be RAW.

o Workbenches cover 3.75 meters of each 5.8 meter wall length; 75% will be

decontaminated and 25% will be RAW.

o One barrel of RAW will be generated for each laboratory.

Ten barrels of RAW will be generated in decontaminating the non-laboratory part ofo
the building.

The decommissioning component costs, based on these assumptions, will be as shown

in Table 9.

DFIVFtAN RPT Pete le
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Table 9 - COMPONENT COSTS FOR REACTOR LABORATORIES
(C values in $k)

COMPONE?Ir DIM _ PAR C. Cu Cv. C. Toul o

hmmi deconununation %.7 (50 %) 50.89 49.35 4.54 18.51 12.3.29
'

hood RAW 56.7 (50 % ) 76.34 39.33 4.63 3.08 123.38

glove hos decontairunation 0 0.00 0,00 0.00 ' O.00 0.00

glove box RAW 2.5 (100 % ) 16.32 12.27 0.17 0.44 29.21
,

workbench decantanunshon 174 05%) 21.30 33.13 13.92 63.89 132.24

workbenth RAW 58 (25 % ) 20.51 10.25 4.73 2.37 37.86

omk decontamination n0 (80% ) 5.44 3.26 6.40 16.32 31.42

mmkRAW 20 (20 4) 2.45 1.36 1.63 0.82 6.26

duct decnntanunstion t 00 (25 % ) 8.16 4.08 11.00 13.60 36.84 ,

duct RAW Jm 05 % ) 32.64 12.24 32.64 8.16 85.68

wa61 decontamination 118.3 (10 % ) 9.65 6.44 9.46 53.24 78.79

floor deconianunauon 2958054) 12.07 12.07 23.66 132.76 180.56

Tual sk 255.77 183.78 112.79 313.18 865.52

50% ancalary uma incnsne 127.89 127.89

(pnp., utup, not penoda, etc )

25% contingency inerrane 95.91 45.95 28.20 78.29 248.35

TOTAL 479.57 229.73 140.98 391.47 1241.76

The costs for component work on the interior portion of Bldg. 235 is estimated to be
$ 1,241,760. Radioactive waste disposal for 30 barrels of RAW generated will cost .$30,000.
Thus, the total cost of the laboratory portion will be $1,271,760. Combined with the
estimate for the preliminary work, $382,500, and the work to decommission the Radioactive
Waste Annex, $180,700, the total cost for decommissioning the Reactor complex, exclusive

of that portion of the facility that is covered by the Reactor license, is $1,834,260.

i
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Total Decommissioning Costs for License SNM-362

I

Summing the costs of the various parts of the radiological areas used in work under
license SNM-362 leads to a total cost estimate as shown in Table 10 for decommissioning.

Table 10 - SNM-362 TOTAL DECOMMISSIONING COST ESTIMATE
(in 1993 $k)

Facility Cost in 1993 $

laboratories 1,071,372

accelerators 481,074

reactor 1,834,260

TOTAL 3,386,706

Estimates of the decommissioning costs projected into the future for license SNM-362
can be based on the " Implicit Price Detlators for Gross National Product", the inflation
indicator commonly used by the Federal Government. This assumes about a 5% per annum

_

increase in costs, leading to estimated costs in future years as shown in Table i1.

Table 11 - ESTIMATES OF FUTURE DECOMMISSIONING COSTS

Year Projected Estimated Decommissioning Cost

1995 3,725,377

2000 4,572,053

2010 6,265,406
n

2025 8,805,436 O

A review of the estimated decommissioning costs for license SNM-362 will be

performed at each license renewal application.

i.
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NIST DECOMMISSIONING FUNDING PLAN DEVELOPMENT
Health Physics, April,1993

Introduction

As required by the USNRC for license number SNM-362, a decommissioning funding
plan has been developed for the eventual termination of radiological work covered by that
license. Decommissioning a facility assures that the facilities and cornponents involved in the
terminated work are either sufficiently free of radiological contamination that they may be
turned over to the general public or packaged and delivered to radioactive waste disposal
authorities.

In developing this plan, the primary reference was NUREGICR-1754, Technology,
safety and costs of decommissioning reference non-fuel-cycle nuclearfacilities, dated
February,1981, and its more recent addendum, NUREG/CR-1754-ADD-1, Compendium of -
current information, dated Octot)ct,1988. Only the work associated with license SNM-362
was reviewed. None of the facilities covered by the NIST reactor license was considered.

For this plan development, the NIST materials license operations were divided into
three sections, one covenng the laboratory facilities used for radiochemistry, sealed sources,
etc., one covering the accelerator facilities, especially the terminated Linear Electron
Accelerator project's Wing A of Bldg. 245, and one covering the portions of Bldg. 235 that
are not included in the reactor license's indemnified areas. The projected costs for each of
the sections were generated separately, using techniques that are explained in the appropriate
section of this report, following this introductory section.

labor costs were estimated using current civil service general schedule pay tables and
the current overhead charge of 19% for personnel benefits now used for NIST Health

- Physics staff salaries, and Plant Division labor charges applied to work orders. The latter
use a 52% charge-out overhead cost.

Comparison of current labor costs to those used in the NUREG for 1988 indicate that
an average increase of 36% has occurred from 1988 to 1993. This increase, a factor of
1.36, was assumed to hold for all costs from 1988 to 1993. Therefore, the per unit costs
cited in the reference information have been increased by a factor of 1.36.

Table 1 - LAllOR COSTS IN 1993 $
% e so.u1/y) o' head (%) cosu1/y) coa 41/d)

SupermmG5-14) 65000 19 77350 309

rnnrnan 52000 52 79040 316

ersftsman 42000 52 63840 255

taborer 29000 52 44080 176

HP Techrucien4GS-8) 27000 19 32130 129

54 rourytGS-4) 19000 19 22610 90

|
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Cost estimation
The NUREG reference uses a calculational scheme that subdivides the facility into .

components and further subdivides each component into unit portions. Calculations are
performed with unitary elements and cost factors for each unitary element to derive a
complete cost for decommissioning each component type.

Table 2 shows the components used for calculation, the dimensional unit for each
component, and the number of units of each component in the standard size and
cont ~iguration.

Table 2 - COM10NENT UNIT DETAILS
COM PON r.NT uruta of DIM PAR DIM PAR (standard urut sizal

haut decontammauon and R AW < ubic meten 2.835

0.5glove bou decomanunauon and RAW .ubic rneters

8.7beru.h decornanunstwn and R AW meten

10unk duontammatmn and RAW mete r,

10u nt decontammatsun ami R AW mee ts

54.i6A sil decontapuretum' quare nwten

19.7211 =>r decontanunation' +are nwters

1 No R AW is conadered for (1<=>r or we.l cei6mg because a number of barnis of RAW are esumated for these, based on the

matertala esumated as requireo for duornammauon. Little of the rmrma! Goor or wall / ceiling surfaces should be contanunated so
that nmoval is ** quired.

The tabulated unit cost tactors from the tables in the NUREG, adjusted with the factor
of 1.36, were used to generate costs for decommissioning the various components to be
treated in a module. In the NUREG. values for. UNIT _Cn, in $k, were estimated for a
variety of laboratory types, depending on the radionuclide used in a laboratory. As
radionuclide work at NIST invokes any radionuclide, almost any of the radionuclides might
be encountered in the decommissioning project. Therefore, an average value was determined
from all the various values shown in the NUREG for each of the unit component costs. The
various unit cost factors used in this calculation are shown in Table 3, below.

l
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Table 3 - UNIT COSTING FACTORS
(all values in $k)

COMPONENT UNrr C, UN rT_C,, UNITC. UNrr_C.

hond decontanunat>on 0.90 0.87 0.08 0.33

hcwxt RAW i 35 0.69 0.08 0.05

glove box decontanunation 4 96 6.09 0.07 0.19
,

glove bou RAW 6 53 4.91 0.07 0.18

bench decontamination 0 12 0.19 0.08 0.37

bench RAW 0 35 0.18 0.08 0.04

sini decontanunstion 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.20

sink RAW 0.I2 0.07 0.08 0.04

vent decontanunstion 9 08 0.04 0.11 0.14

vent RAW ^ 0 l1 0.04 0.11 0.03

* ell doennsamination 0 08 0.05 0.08 0.45

dmr decontanunai.on o 04 0 04 0.08 0.45

in Table 3, UNIT _Cu s the unit cost factor for each cost element, as used in this
plan, with XX as:

MP = labor cost element.
ES = equipment and supplies cost element,
WP = waste packating cost element,

and VR = waste volume reduction cost element.

|
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Laboratory Section

,

Initial estimates and assumotions
Certain assumptions and decisions must be made prior to starting the

decommissioning project. These influencing factors can be modified as additional
informauon becomes available.

There are 100 standard laboratory modules, each 5.8 meters long by 3.4 meters wideO

by 3.4 meters high.

Each laboratory module has I hood of 2.835 m' volume, I sink with a 10 m longO

drain pipe, and a 10 meter length of vent / duct piping.

o Each laboratory has 1% wall lengths of bench space.
3There are 10 glove boxes, each with 0.5 m volume,O

o initial radiation surveys mdicate that:
Five percent of a laboratory's floor area and 5% of the wall / ceiling area will*

need to be decontanunated.
Ten per cent of the bench length will need decontamination.*

Ten per cent of the hoods will need decontamination.*

Half of the glove boxes will need decontamination.*

Ten per cent of the length of the vent / duct will need decontamination.*

Follow up radiation surveys, upon completion of decontamination efforts, indicate thato
each laboratory will generate i barrel (55-gallon or 0.21 m') of low level radioactive
waste. The scrap contnbutions from components to be disposed of, estimated to be 1
hood,1 glove box, 8.7 m of bench length, and 100 m of vent / duct length, are
included in this.

The total dimensions of the laboratories considered at NIST were about 20 times theo
dimensions of the NUREG's reference institutional user laboratory. That factor of 20
was applied to determine tne labor costs for the preliminary development work.
Actual decommissioning labor calculations use the actual dimensions of the
components of the laboratories, so application of that factor was unnecessary as an ;

extra element.
The status of radioactive waste (RAW) disposal options is currently uncertain. TheO

customarily used disposal site at Barnwell, SC, is in the process of closing to out-of-
state customers such as NIST. It is assumed for the purposes of this plan that the

!Appalachian states group, i.e., Maryland, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey,
will complete the task of preparing to accept low-level radioactive wastes (LLRW) by I

the time that decommissioning is necessary for NIST. The cost of a 208-1 (55-gallon)
drum of LLRW is estimated at $1,000. This is assumed to include the cost for an
agent to accept the waste at the NIST site and transport the waste to the disposal site.

i
i
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- Preliminary evaluation efforts costs
Prior to initiation of the labor on the project, certain tasks are required to minimize

errors, reduce wasted effort, and assure adequate cleanliness of an area and its residual
components for general public use. Table 4 shows these tasks and the work estimates
required to accomplish those tasks, with a cost assigned by time spent by each involved
worker type.

Table 4 - PRELIMINARY WORK EFFORT FOR LA110RATORIES
twork days and 19935)

S UPER VISOR FOREMAN CRAFr$ MAN llP TECil 1.ABORER SEcrY

Prepere dccuments ;$ 75 0 0 0 25

Perform red. survev irv) 100 0 100 0 0

Deveim work plan 25 50 0 15 0 25

5 per day 3W 316 255 129 152 90

Total cost. 5 an no il100 0 29025 0 4500

A total cost for the imual work assessment, including the initial radiological surveys
to classify the elements ot' the taboratones as " clean" or as candidates for decontamination or
disposal is the sum of the vanous portions of the work, $150,975. Rest periods, preparation
time, matenals movements, etc. will increase the time required to do the work, so an
ancillary time fraction of 50% is added to this. The total for this preliminary work is, thus,'
estimated to be $226.462. The segregation of elements into those to be cleaned of residual
contamination or those to be dismantled and prepared for radioactive waste disposal will be
included in subsequent projects, desenbed below.

IV_ork estimalC1
Using the product of DIM PAR and UNIT Cxx for each component, a cost for

decommissioning each component can be calculated. Table 5 shows these data, with Cu
indicating the cost in $k. The DIM _ PAR column indicates the total units to be treated and,
m parentheses, the per cent of the total units in the laboratory complex. ;

:
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Table 5 - COMPONENT COSTS FOR LABORATORIES
(C values in $k)

COMPONr.NT DIM PAR C. C,, C. C., Total ik

hond deconlanunauon 28.35(101) 25.45 24.68 2.27 9.25 61.64

hood RAW 2 835 (1 %) 3.82 1.97 0.23 0.15 6.17

glove tmi decontanunauon 2 5 (50 % ) 12.41 15.23 0.18 0.71 28.53

glove bon RAW 9 5 (10 %) 3.26 2.45 0.03 0.09 5.84

bench desontanunauon 47 (10 %) 10.65 16.56 6.96 31.95 66.12

bench R AW 4 7 t11) 3.06 1,54 0.71 0.35 5.68

sint decontarmanon Ho (101) 6.80 4.08 8.00 20.40 39.28

sink RAW 10 (1 1 ) 1.22 0.68 0.82 0.41 3.13

vent deconianunahon 100 (10 1 ) 8.16 4.08 11.00 13.60 36.84

vent RAW ax) (101 ) 10.88 4.08 10.88 2.72 28.56

w all decontenunanon :a 8 61) 24.14 16.09 23.66 133.11 197.00

bor decontanunauon a 6 di) 4 02 4 02 7.89 44 25 60.19

subtotal 113 89 95.47 72.63 257.00 538.98

501 ancdlery unw merca e 56.94 56.94

(prep . semp. rtsi penods. eu; i

25 % conungency mcreau 42.71 23.87 18.16 64.25 148.98

T(TRAL 213.54 119.33 90.78 321.15 744.91

The total dollar sum of the cost of decontaminating and preparing for radioactive-
waste disposal is $744,910. This includes the 50% increase in ancillary time for the labor
cost figures and an overall 25 % increase as a contingency fund. The 100 barrels of
radioactive waste that are generated will cost $100,000 in the final disposal effort. The
initial preparation and planning effort costs are $226,462. Thus, the total cost for
decommissioning the laboratory portion of the NIST materials licensed activities, i.e., the
sum of these three parts, will be $1,071,372.

Accelerator Section

Initial estimates and assumplien|i
Certain assumptions about this portion of the materials licensed facilities are necessa,if

'to project decommissioning costs. Among the assumptions and decisions are the following:
The involvement of licensed materials in accelerator operations force the facilities to0

be treated as if they.were licensed by authorities, regardless of their unlicensed status,
per se. Also, it is quite likely that other regulatory impacts and public perceptions of
the facilities will make it necessary to decommission them in a manner like those

facilities that are licensed.
Portions of certain beam intensive areas in the Wing A Linac complex will requireO

removal of concrete to remove activation products. It is estimated that an average

owmnt m n s
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depth of 0.1 m (4") will reduce radioactivity levels to acceptable. The cost of
concrete removal, from a substantial wall, with final smooth finish restoration, is
estimated to be $215 per square meter ($20 per square foot) of wall surface. Among
the areas that will require this treatment are:

the Linac tunnel A010i 5.8 meters long by 0.9 meters wide by 0.9 meters4*

high,10% will be removed,
Measurement Room No.1 A018, a cube 12 meters on a side,5% will be*

removed, ,

the Magnet Room. A007, estimated to be the equivalent of a Measuremente

Room,10% will be removed,
the entire Neutron Time of Flight Facility, NTOF and Blockhouse, G104 andand, e

G105, considered, with the shaft from the Magnet Room to the Blockhouse, to
be the equivalent of a Measurement Room,10% will be removed.

The radiochemistry facility m Service Area No. 2 A006, is considered the equivalentO

of a standard radiochemistry laboratory, as treated in Part 1 of this plan Associated
with the hood is a pneumatic system for sample movement that will approximate
another hood for the laboratorv.

The Low Scatter Room of the positive ion Van de Graaff, B23, is about 9 meterso
squared by 18 meters high. with a grating floor between the two levels and equipment
on both levels. It will be considered as having 10% of its area contaminated with
tritium. This will be treated as if it were wall contamination for cost estimating
purposes.

All the other accelerator and radiation use areas will be found with no contaminationO

nor activation requiring action beyond the initial surveys.

Preliminary evaluation efforts costs
Just as in the standard laboratory portion of this plan, prior to initiation of the labor

on the project, certain tasks are required to minimize errors, reduce wasted effort, and assure
adequate cleanliness of an area and its residual components for general public use. Table 6
shows these tasks and the work estimates required to accomplish those tasks, with a ccst
assigned by time spent by each involved worker type. Given that a substantial learning curve
will have been developed through implementing the work in Part 1, it is estimated that 25% '
of that effort will be required for the same result in Part 2, here, except for the radiological
survey portion of the work. It is estimated that an equivalent amount of work for monitoring

. will be required here as for the laboratory facilities.

mamam w-
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Table 6 - PRELIMINARY WORK EFFORT FOR THE ACCELERATOR
(worir days and 19931)

SUPEJtVISOR FORIMAN CRAFr$ MAN HP TECH LABORER 'SECrY

Prepars dmumeras ei . 3 18.75 0 0 0 6.3

Perfonn rud, survey 100 100 0 200 0 0

Develop work plan 63 ILS 0 6.3 0 6.3

$ per day 109 316 155 129 152 90

Total cost. 5 34791 41475 0 26613 0 1125

Thus, a total cost for the Initial work assessment, including the initial radiological ;

surveys to classify the elements of the areas as " clean" or as candidates for decontamination
or disposal is $104,006. A 50% ancillary time addition for preparation, rest periods, etc.
brings the total to $156,009.

Work estimMCs
Concrete removal will require Health Physics attendance and supervisory functions,

so the $215 per square meter cost is estimated to increase to twice that figure, i.e., $430 per '

square meter. From the areas invcived. 232.5 m of wall surface will need removal and2

renovation; the total cost of this will be $99,975. The total volume of concrete removed will
be 23.25 m), yielding a total of 112 barrels of RAW, costing $112,000. It is estimated that
about 25% of that number of barTels of waste will be required to contain the materials used
in the surface removal, including workers' Anti C clothing, wipers, tools, etc. That
calculates to 28 barrels, for a cost of $28,000. Thus, the total cost of concrete removal is
esumated to be $239,975.

The single laboratory, with one hood, one sink / drain, and 10 m of vent / duct, but with
no glove box nor bench, is estimated to be the size of a standard laboratory module and costs
can be calculated to cost as shown in Table 7.

TAllLE 7 - COMPONENT COSTS FOR ACCELERATOR LAll
(C values m $k)

COMIONENT OtM PAR C, Cu 4 c. Total

hmmi decontanunauon 2.835 (100 1 ) 2.54 2.47 0.23 0.93 6.17

homi RAW 2 835 (l001 ) 3.82 1.97 0.23 0.15 6.17

mmi decordanunauon 10(100 11 0 68 0.41 0.80 2.04 3.93

duct RAW 10 (100 1) 1.09 0.41 1.09 0.27 2.86 )

w all decontanunauon 2.96(511 0.24 0.16 0.24 1.33 1.97

aoor decontenuneuon 0 99 (5 % ) 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.44 0.60

Total 5k 8.41 5.46 2.67 5.16 21.70

50% arwdlary time 'ncrease 4 21 4.21 .i

tprep., utup, rest pencxis. etc.

25 % contmgency ircrease 3.15 1.37 0.67 1.29 6.48

TorTAL 15.77 6.53 3.34 6.45 32.39

i

The component cost for decommissioning the laboratory in the accelerator complex,
!
I
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including the ancillary time for labor and the contingency factor, will be $32,390.
For the Low Scatter Room, the decontamination of 10% of the total wall area will

involve 8 areas, i.e.,4 walls on each of 2 levels, and 2 floor areas on each of the 2 levels,
each of the areas being 9 meters square, so the total wall area to be treated will be 64.8
square meters and the total Door area to be treated will be 16.2 square meters. Using the

'

unit costing factors from Table 3 for wall and floor decontamination, the total cost to
decommission the Low Scatter Room will be $42.8k for the walls and $9.9k for the floors.
Thus, the total cost will be $52.700.

The total cost for decommissioning the accelerator complex is, therefore, estimated to

be $481,074.

Reactor Section

kulutimtimates and_.assumonons
rhere are two independent areas at the Reactor complex that do not fall within the

indemmtied area desenbcd in the Reactor license. These are that area within Bldg. 235 but
outside the Confinement Building, and the Radioactive Waste Annex. For the purposes of
this plan, these two areas will be treated separately, after the preliminary work effort costs
are estimated.

The initiallabor costs for the Annex will approximate those for the Accelerator
portion described in the section immediately preceding this section. The labor costs for the
laboratory portion of the Reactor will approximate the costs for the laboratory section
described in the first section of this plan, because of the significant potential for tritium
contamination of any surface within the building. Thus, the total labor costs for the -
preliminary studies and surveys are estimated to be $156,000 + $226,500 = $382,500.

Work estimates
The Radioactive Waste Annex is an appendage at the rear of Bldg. 235. It is

approximately 7.5 meters wide by 12 meters long by 4.5 meters high. It is estimated that
75% of the floor and 50% of the walls will require decontaminating. Various pieces of
equipment, e.g., compactor, barrel handling tools, bins, etc., are within the enclosed
volume. It is estimated that the equipment will be the equivalent of 5 hoods, with 50% !a be
decontaminated and 25% to be tn:ated as RAW Table 8 shows the calculated values for the
various elements in the costing process.

owowm m.,
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Table 8 - COMPONENT COSTS FOR RADIOACTIVE WASTE ANNEX
(C values in $k)

COMPONENT OtM PAR c, c, C, C., Total $k

h<ui decontanunation '99 601) 6 38 6.17 0.57 2.34 15.46

hond RAW 154(251) 4.78 2.45 0.28 0.18 7.69

wall decontanunaten 49 60%) 7.92 4.95 7.92 44.55 6$34

floor decontanucanon M 5 05%) 2.70 2.70 5.40 30.38 .41.18

Total tk 21.78 16.27 14.17 77.45 129.67

50% encillary urne insne.e 10.89 10.89

(prep., setup. re st penmis. sic i

15 % continrency insnene 8.17 4.07 3.54 19.36 35.14

TOTAL 40.84 20.34 17.71 96.81 175.70

The cost for the Annex v.ork is, then S175,700. If an estimated 5 barrels of RAW
are generated, a disposal cost of 55.00() is added to this, for a grand total for the area of
$ 180,700.

The intenor portion of Bldg. 235 that is not covered by the Reactor operating license
can be described as follows:

There are the equivalent or 20 standard laboratory modules, considering the warm,o
semi-warm, and hot labs.

Each laboratory has 2 hoods; half will be decontaminated and half will be disposed ofo
as RAW.

There are 5 glove boxes in the complex; all will be disposed of as RAW.o

There is i sink / drain in each laboratory; 8 will be decontaminated and 2 will beO

RAW.
There is a 10 meter lencth of vent / ducting for each laboratory; 5 will be0

decontaminated and 15 will be RAW.
Workbenches cover 3.75 meters of each 5.8 meter wall length; 75% will beo
decontaminated and 25% will be RAW.

o One barrel of RAW will be generated for each laboratory.

Ten barrels of RAW will be generated in decontaminating the non laboratory part ofo
the building.

The decommissioning component costs, tused on these assumptions, will be as shown
in Table 9.

4
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Table 9 - COMPONENT COSTS FOR REACTOR LABORATORIES
iC values in $k)

CoMK)Nr.NT DIM PAR C. C,, C., C. Total

huA decoraatninsuon %.7 (50%) 50.89 49.35 4.54 18.51 123.29

haul RAW % 7 (50%) 76.34 39.33 4.63 3.08 123.38

gluve box decontanunatann d 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

glove hna R AW : 5 (100 %) 16.32 12.27 0.17 0.44 29.21*

workbench decontanunauon i74 (751) 21.30 33.13 13.92 63.89 132.24

workbench RAW 48 (15 1) 20.51 10.25 4.73 2.37 37.86

nnh duontanunauon s0 (k01) 5.44 3.26 6.40 16.32 31.42

sink kAW |0 (20%) 2.45 1.36 1,63 0.82 6.26

duct decontanunation U w) (25 % ) 8.16 4.08 11.00 13.60 36.84

Jud R AW i a) Di'4 ) 32.64 12.24 32.64 8.16 85.68

. 41 deenntanunanon :* 3i101 ) 9.65 6 44 9.46 53.24 78.79

he decontanunauon a ai705) 12.07 12.07 23.66 132.76 180.56

Total th 255.77 153.78 112.79 313.18 M65.52

50% ancillary ume incresw 127.89 127.89

iprep . an iup, rest penode. eu i

25 % conungency increaw 95.91 45.95 23.20 78.29 248.35

TOTAL 4W.57 229.73 140.98 391.47 1241.76

The costs for component work on the interior portion of Bldg. 235 is estimated to be
$ 1,241,760. Radioactive waste disposal for 30 barrels of RAW generated will cost $30,000.
Thus, the total cost of the laboratory portion will be $1,271,760. Combined with the
estimate for the preliminary work, $382,500, and the work to decommission the Radioactive
Waste Annex, $180,700, the total cost for decommissioning the Reactor complex, exclusive

of that portion of the facility that is covered by the Reactor license, is $1,834.260.
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iTotal Decommissioning Costs for License SNM-362

Summing the costs of the vanous parts of the radiological areas used in work under ')
license SNM 362 leads to a total cost estimate as shown in Table 10 for decommissioning.

Table 10 - SNM-362 TOTAL DECOMMISSIONING COST ESTIMATE
dn 1993 Sk)

Facility Cost in 1993 5
_

laboratones 1,071,372

accelerators 481,074

reactor 1,834,260

TOTAL, 3,386,706

Estimates of the decommissioning costs projected into the future for license SNM-362
can be based on the "Impheit Pnce Dellators for Gross National Product", the inflation
indicator commonly used by the Federal Government. This assumes about a 5% per annum ,

increase in costs. leading to estimated costs in future years as shown in Table 11.

Table 11 - ESTIMATES OF FUTURE DECOMMISSIONING COSTS

Year Projected Estimated Decommissioning Cost

1995 3,725,377

2000 4,572,053

2010 6,265,406

2025 8,805.436
A review of the estimated decommissioning costs for license SNM-362 will be

performed at each license renewal application.
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